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Project Area: Clothing & Fashion – Other Ideas/Educational Exhibits
Class: 10424
Name: Example
Current Year: 2019

Grade Just Finished:

Club:
Years enrolled in project including this year:

My goal:
What did you plan to learn or do?
I wanted to learn how screen print t-shirts are made from start to finish.
What I did in achieving my goal (in steps): What steps did you take to learn or do
this? What decisions did you make in accomplishing your goal?
1. (if you did) I submitted a design for the workshop.
2. Submitted designs were combined and put into “vector art” because that is the
software that prints the pattern that can be burned to create the shirt.
3. The pattern gets printed and taken to the dark room where the negative space is
“burned” out where the ink will run through and go onto the shirt.
4. The pattern is placed in the screen print machine, careful to line it up on the shirt and
on the machine so the design is square and in the middle of the shirt.
5. The ink is loaded onto the squeegee brush that I pushed back and forth over the
pattern so it would evenly coat the places where the ink would go through the pattern.
6. The shirt goes through a drying machine that cures the ink so it doesn’t come back off.
What I learned:

What were the most important things you learned?

There are many steps in creating a screen print t-shirt. Mention which step you liked the best
and why.
Other ways to put images on shirts are either by sublimation with is a type of dying the entire
shirt or vinyl which is like a permanent sticker that can be cut out and put on a shirt.

